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Abstract 
The 3rd generation fire truck takes use of compressed gas as spraying medium. By way of the especially designed spraying device 
in the 3rd generation fire truck, the extinguishing agents mixed with compressed gas uniformly, are spraying to fire fields in 
microdots with high speed and high flux. The extinguishing agents’ microdots with high kinematic energy can penetrate into the 
flame and affront the flame with more interface areas. The extinguishing efficiency is improved significantly consequently. In a 
fire fighting by the 3rd generation fire truck, fire can be extinguished more quickly, larger field of fire can be controlled, water 
damage and environmental pollution is decreased too. The 3rd generation fire truck can also help positive pressure ventilating, 
cooling fire, blowing and diluting the toxic smoke, and rescuing persons from the fire. Up to the present, different kinds of the 3rd 
generation fire trucks have been successfully developed such as turbojet fire truck, water mist fire truck, compressed air-foam 
A/B fire truck, aerosol fire truck, compound spraying fire truck and positive pressure ventilating truck etc. They are playing 
important roles in fighting fire in urban building, petrochemical enterprises, underground facilities, aircrafts and others. 
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1. Foreword 
Water spraying fire truck, as the 1st generation of the fire truck, appeared more than one hundred years[1]. It has 
greatly improved the fire fighting ability against the A-type fires on dwelling houses, workshops, and storehouses, 
etc. 
Extinguishing powder fire truck and extinguishing foam fire truck, belonging to the 2nd generation of fire truck, 
appeared during the First Word War. In the war, a large amount of fuels were needed for some 200000 aircrafts and 
a mass of tanks. But it was difficult for the water spraying fire truck to put out oil fires. The 2nd generation of fire 
truck is good at dealing with oil and petrochemical fires known as B-type and C-type fires.  
The 1st and 2nd generation fire trucks (traditional fire trucks for short) having behaved well during the past 
decades of years, are all in service now. But with the development of society and technology, fires are getting more 
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and more complicated and multiplex. The 1st and 2nd generation fire trucks cannot keep up with the increasing 
demands of modern fires. They have some inherent shortcomings[2]. 
First, the extinguishing agents sprayed by the traditional fire trucks are poorly dispersed. Most extinguishants 
cannot participate in extinguishing fires but fall on the ground quickly and flow away. Only a little part of them can 
take effect on the fire. In order to put out the fires, superfluous extinguishants have to be sprayed to maintain the 
necessary extinguishing concentration, resulting serious water damage or chemical pollution to the environment 
frequently. 
Second, the traditional fire trucks have not much to do with fire smoke and toxic gases which are the certain 
outgrowths of modern fires. It was reported more than 85% of death in fires are resulted from the toxic smoke, 
because toxic smoke baffles people’s fleeing[3]. 
Third, the power of the traditional fire trucks is insufficient. Restrict by the matching of the truck structure 
strength with the engine power, the ratio of the engine power to the truck mass of the traditional fire trucks cannot 
exceed 30kw/t. They cannot spray extinguishants at high flux alone, but high flux is now required especially for 
modern fires. Generally several fire trucks are needed for one fire. Sometimes tens even hundreds of fire trucks have 
to be assembled for one big fire. Consequently responding time are prolonged, fieldwork are complicated, fire 
controlling are difficult, and disastrous damage are always resulted.  
Now these shortcomings have been settled successfully by a series of newly developed fire trucks[4], such as 
turbojet fire truck, water mist fire truck, compressed air-foam A/B fire truck, etc. They all adopt an advanced 
spraying technique as their distinct feature in common. Now they are considered as the 3rd generation fire trucks[5]. 
2. Spraying Technique of the 3rd Generation Fire Truck 
Propjet technique powered by compressed gases is an advanced and matured spraying technique in modern 
aerospace and aeronautical area. Its mechanism is based upon the compressibility of air. Expanding the compressed 
air quickly, supersonic speed can be produced. In virtue of the mighty propjet power produced by the reaction of 
compressed air with fuel in the combustion chamber, shuttle flights of human beings between earth and space are 
realized.  
Propjet technique has following features:  
1. Scope of power is wide and adjustable (0.5 ~50000KW). 
2. Scope of outlet speed is wide and adjustable (from subsonic to high Mach number).  
3. The ratio of power to weight is high (up to 10~15 times higher than that of ordinary water spraying devices).  
Applying the mechanism of propjet technique to the firefighting apparatus[6], a brand new spraying technique 
“compressed gas+extinguishants” and its spraying apparatus have been developed, which can comminute 
extinguishants into microdots and give them high speed and high flux at the same time.  
For example, at the pressure of 0.8MPa, the outlet speed of compressed air is up to 680 m/s, while that of water is 
only 40 m/s. By way of special designed “gas+liquid” energy conversion device, water stream driven by compressed 
air can have 200 m/s of speed with only 60-100ȝm droplet diameter (Fig. 1). The obtained water mist stream with 
high kinematic energy can go further penetrate into the flame and affront the flame with much more interface areas.. 
 
Fig. 1. Measuring the droplet diameter of “compressed air+water” (two-phase stream by laser hondrometer). 
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Now a series of studies on “compressed gas+extinguishants” spraying technique have been developing. 
According to different types of extinguishants, two-phase spraying techniques including “compressed gas+water”, 
“compressed gas+powder”, “compressed gas+foam” spraying techniques have been developed. Three-phase 
spraying techniques such as “compressed gas+powder+water” spraying technique are being studied. All these 
research work buildup the 3rd generation of fire fighting apparatus, e.p. the 3rd generation fire trucks. 
As a rule, the 3rd generation fire trucks have a special compressed gas device as extinguishant spraying driver 
equipped on the chassis of traditional fire truck, while using a traditional pressure device to mix extinguishant with 
compressed gas in an energy conversing device. Because extinguishant driven by compressed gases can be thrown 
into fire flame in microdots with high speed and high flux, the extinguishing efficiency and spraying capability of 
the 3rd generation fire trucks are significantly effective. 
3. Current 3rd generation fire trucks 
3.1. Turbojet fire truck 
A turbojet fire truck (Fig. 2) usually uses a WP-5 type aeroengine as the spraying driver, which can produce a 
gas jet with the speed of 400~550 m/s at the power up to 4000KW. Mixing this gas jet with 60~80 m/s water or 
extinguishing foam stream in the energy conversion device, the “gas-fine mist” or “gas-extinguishing foam” two-
phase stream can gain the speed up to 200~250 m/s. The obtained fine mist or extinguishing foam microdots acquire 
high kinematic energy to penetrate into flame and get much more interface areas with the flame. The spraying 
intensity is 12~16 L/m2 and effective distance is 80~100 m. So up to 300m2 field of fire can be covered instantly. It 
takes only 10s to put out an 80m2 oil fire, or 80s for 520 m2[7].  
The turbojet fire trucks have done very well in putting out big fires in airports and oil fields, as well as in 
storehouses and high-rise buildings. They also behave well in blowing away and cooling fire smoke. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Turbojet fire truck  
3.2. Fine mist fire truck 
A fine mist fire truck (Fig.3) uses a special designed expanding device where 1.0~1.2 MPa compressed gas 
can comminute 2~5 L/s water stream into fine mist less than 200 ȝm. The fine mist with the speed of more than 100 
m/s at the outlet can go as far as 25 m.  
As to conventional water mist obtained by high pressure, in a long period two puzzles are baffling its fire 
fighting appliance. First, conventional water mist could not go long distances. Second, conventional water mist 
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could not penetrate into flame. Now these two puzzles have been sound settled in a fine mist fire truck, and the 
extinguishing efficiency of water is improved greatly. 
Beside fire fighting, fine water mist can absorb toxic gases, cool the field of fire, and dissipate the smoke 
effectively. So it is extraordinary suitable for fires involving people rescuing in dwellings, hotels, and hospitals, etc.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Fine mist fire truck 
3.3. Compressed air-A /B type foam fire truck 
A compressed air-A/B type foam fire truck uses a special compressed gas device to spray into dry 
extinguishing drops, which can adhere onto vertical surfaces in the fire (Fig.4). Not only the extinguishing 
efficiency of extinguishing foam is improved significantly in this way, but also three- dimension extinguishing of 
foams is realized The compressed air-A/B type foam fire truck can also spray high-speed “compressed gas-fine 
mist” when needed. So the compressed air-A/B type foam fire truck can play important roles in oil and 
petrochemical fires. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Compressed air-A/B type foam fire truck  
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3.4. Aerosol fire truck 
An aerosol fire truck can spay superfine extinguishing powder into extinguishing aerosol (Fig.5). The 
extinguishing aerosol with excellent flowability and dispersivity can fills in some indoor space rapidly, creating a 
“fully flooding” effect. In this way extinguishing powders can fully exert their extinguishing efficiency, 
extinguishing fires in short time[8].  
The extinguishing aerosol can lift up or go along with the compensatory airflow of the fire. Accordingly the 
aerosol fire truck is very helpful in those intractable fires such as tunnel fires, ancient construction fires, high-rise 
building fires, etc[9]. 
Besides, when the concentration is above its threshold, extinguishing aerosol take on anti- detonating effects. 
Deflagration and detonation of some flammable gases can be weaken or avoided. So the aerosol fire truck is also 
very helpful in those dangerous fires that may induce deflagration or detonation. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Aerosol fire truck  
3.5. Compound spraying fire truck  
The fire trucks above are all spraying two-phase stream. The compound spraying fire truck can spray three-
phase stream simultaneously at higher speed including compressed gas, water, and superfine extinguishing powder 
(Fig.6). Compressed gas offers water and powder with high kinematic energy. Thanks for water’s carrying, 
superfine extinguishing powder can march further than itself. When approaching fallpoint, the extinguishing 
powders separate out from water and form extinguishing aerosol, which may flood the fire and extinguish the fire 
quickly, while water mists cool the field of fire. In this way, the advantages of both superfine extinguishing powder 
and water mist can be fully exerted, and the disadvantages of them can be avoided. Superfine extinguishing powder 
can extinguish fires instantly, but have little cooling effect. So the extinguished fire may reburning. Water mists can 
cool fires remarkably with less likelihood of re burning, but it takes much longer time for water mist to put out fires. 
Compound spraying has settled this antinomy successfully. The compound spraying fire truck can put out the A, B, 
and C type fires. It’s sure that they will play important roles in many fire occasions. 
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Fig. 6. Compound spraying of water mist and green superfine (extinguishing powder at the same time) 
3.6. High-power positive ventilating truck 
In recent years, the development of positive ventilating apparatus has switched from conventional smoke 
lustrating machine or smoke lustrating truck to high-power and high-speed positive ventilating truck. Not only the 
gas flux has increased more than ten times, but water mist has been introduced to eliminate smoke[10].  
The high-power positive ventilating truck in fig.7 uses an aeroengine of 210KW driving a 8m-blade-wide fan. 
An air flow up to 3.2×105 m3/h at the speed of 45 m/s and a flow of 10L/s water mist can be obtained at the same 
time. The fan can be steered in 360°, including riseding and crouching. The maximum height is up to 4m.  
Now it has became a powerful means to interfere with fire manually, decrease and eliminate smoke in fire 
fighting and rescuing actions. Its effectiveness and importance have been widely approved[11]. 
 
Fig. 7. Positive ventilating truck 
4. Conclusion 
The main feature of the 3rd generation fire trucks is adopting compressed gases as spraying medium. Driven by 
compressed gases, extinguishants can be thrown into fire flame in microdots with high speed and high flux. The 
extinguishing efficiency and spraying capability of the 3rd generation fire trucks are significantly effective. 
The 3rd generation fire trucks are good supplementary to the in-service traditional fire trucks. They will play 
excellent roles in future fire fighting. 
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